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© SmiteGuru 2014-21. All rights reserved. Data provided by Hi-Rez Studios. © Hi-Rez Studios, Inc. All rights reserved. Guides With season 6 now good in the meantime, the time has come to check out Smite's tier list of almighty gods and creatures. SMITE is bigger than ever. Above one seriously
committed and talented fan base, parent company Hi-Rez Studios recently launched SMITE in its sixth season. As the SMITE World Cup continues to be nihd by a huge million dollars worth of prize pools, players are increasingly hyped with each subsequent tournament. Just to make things more of a
better way, the creative team behind the massive franchise continues to throw in new playful characters into which they can play to enjoy themselves. With this in mind, the time has come to look at the original list of SMITE season 6. Tier List DescriptionsTier SS — These characters are brutally ai.au. Tier
S+ — These gods are superior, in that they are often the first choice for their roles. Tier S — While they are slightly less powerful than the S+ tier characters, these gods are still highly suggested. These gods are great, safe. While perhaps not the strongest of the bunch, they each saw some serious
playtime inside the common meta. Tier A – These characters often see use in modern mint, but they are not always optimal picks for their positions. Still, everyone has their own benefits. Tier B+ – Each of the characters within the B+ tier is generally powerful. However, each of you requires a highly
qualified player to be used correctly. Level B — These characters require a steep skill level, but they also offer fewer payouts than B+ tier gods. These characters shall not be considered eligible in a competitive game. Tier D – Generally not considered eligible in a competitive game, these gods are often
seen as the worst signs to play. Now that we've got that out of the way, check out the latest version of the game Truth Season 7 SMITE list lower below. In the comments, you can vote your thoughts on the list. Don't take into account that there is no complete tier list except on the few occasions of an
incorrect balance of the game, but we believe you will have the power you need with tier A and above. The November 16 update moved Isis down and Jing Wei up. There's no change for December, beyond adding Heimdallr to the A scale while he's being evaluated. Mid-January 2020 update – PTS
results show little change will come in season 7.February Updates: Season 7 is here!! Odin / Yeoja / Kukulkan are at the top of the city. Heimdallr received a nerf, so he moved to S+ (still very strong). The previous S+ series has moved down, still good, but not even close to the level of
Odin/Yemoja/Kukulkan right now. Patch 7.1 updates are added. Thor and Bastet collided. Heimdallr is now arguably one of the best champions in the game. Small changes for 7.1.5. He's joining Cthulh soon. to the top, according to what we have seen so far. Patch 7.7 is a skin release Avatar. These are
just skins, not new avatars. However, expect Susano, Skadi and Merlin to play a lot and plan accordingly.7.10 Tsukuyomi is now in the SS. SSOdinHeimdallrYemojaKukulkanCthulhuTsukuyomiS+BastetAgniThorKing ArthurSAh PuchAo KuangAthenaBakasuraHeraMerlinSusanoTyrIsisJing
WeiRaijinRatatoskrUllrA+AresArtioChang'e Baron IstoDiCerberusChironCu ChulainnDa JiDiscordiaErlang ShenFenrirGaneshaGebHerculesHou YiJanusKumbhakarnaKuzenboNe ZhaPelePersephoneRamaRavanaTerraThothVamanaVulcanXbalanzeusZhong KuiAAAchillesAnhur
AphRoditeBellonaCernunnosChernobogChronosCupidHachimanHe BoHorusHun BatzIzanamiKhepriMedusaMercuryNeithNemesisOlorunRaScyllaSerqetSobekSolSun WukongSylvanusThe MorriganB+AmaterasuApolloArtemi sawiliBacchusCamazotzChaacFafnirGuan YuHadesJormungandrKaliNoxNu
WaSetSkadiThanatosXing TianYmirBAh Muzen CabAnubisArachneCabrakanHelNikeOsirisPoseidonCDLucky for players, none of the characters made into D tier this season. Previously maintained Hunter BoyceA+ So I'm still fairly new to smite, just passed level 30 and want to start getting in the rank;
But I'm far from convinced of my ability to play anything other than the arena and occasionally to tighten up casually. I hope some of you will save a guide or two who could help you learn the core things in the game. Things like rotation, role guides, combinations of items, god guides, ability vsa aa based
builds, lists, counter buildings etc. I want anything you find useful (that's up to date) linked below, could be YouTube videos, reddit posts, smite fire links, anything that you thought Hm, this is pretty good and helpful I would greatly appliate it if you shared :)Yes I know - the best way this learn is by playing
but I would like to boost the speed of my learning, Shvateci that I needed 50-60 h (guesstimate) to nad the level 30Page 2Posted by10 months ago 15 comments Legend: Duo Lane (duer lane) Mid Lane Solo Lane (shorter lane) Harpy (XP) Gold Fury,Fire Giant, Oracle, Pyromancer Totem Jungle Shrine
Damage Buff, Mana Buff, Speed Buff, Reduction Buff +Towers +Phoenixes +Titans This is a 5 in 5 match with 3 lanes and a jungle section-in-between lanes. All unlocked/free rotating gods are available. Applications are required before the waiting limit (2 preferred roles per player). Applications are
officially assigned by the system upon entering the lobby. Roles are: ADC (Carry), Support, Jungle, Mid, Solo Everyone starts at level 1 with 1,500 gold. The installation time (before the start of the match) is 1 minute. When the game officially starts, everyone gains three golds per second. *NOTE* All the
angles, structures and Titan deal with physical damage (the exception is the Fire Giant, which treats both physical and magical damage according to the attack). Special features: AOE Jungle Shrine Enemy Debuff: In the first 5 minutes of the match, Jungle Shrines emit a huge protective avr of errors
around them called Invader's Curse. Enemies entering the Aura radius will have a 30% reduction in their healing, speed of movement and attack speed. This error lasts five seconds after leaving the area. Minion Behavior: With Patch 7.7, some jungle subjects now act aggressively, attacking when any
player is within their leverage range. These include Manticores (Damage Buff), Chimaeras (Void Buff), Gold Fury, Fire Giant and all kinds of harpies. Main buffet camps: These buff camps first reproduce in different times. Self-service lasts 2 minutes, camps available again within 2 minutes after the death
of ALL minions). Chimera / Void Buff First spadlids: 00:20 Usually taken: ADC (Carry) Chimera ability (debuff): Void Mudge. Chimera fires a missile at its destination and uses a dehuper for the first goal by Aggros, reducing protection by 20% for 20 seconds. With this debuff used, enemy minions will give
you an advantage less, even if you deal harm to the enemy of God. Void buff: If the enemy is inside 55 units, it uses a dehuper 5% reduction protection and 10 flat protection, and provides a 10% attack speed buff. Manticore / Injury Buff First oeuvre: 00:30 Typical of that: Mid-Laner Manticore ability
(injury): Berserk. It triggers when Manticore goes below 45% health. This attack has increased the pace of attack, causing players to take more damage over time. Damage buff: 10% damage + 10 mag power/ 5 phys power. Centaur/Speed Buff First out: 00:20 Usually taken: Jungler Centaur ability
(injury): Sulic thrust. Wind up for a powerful thrust that fires all the enemies in line. It sells 3x its basic damage to attack enemies within range. Speed bumper: 5% speed of movement + 10% reduction of CC. It uses extra loads of 2% speed of movement on each jungle camp to kill/help. Stacks up to 3
times, the stack takes 15 seconds. Satyr / Mana Buff First Grind: 00:30 Typical of: Solo Laner Satyr ability (summons): Summons ghosts. Up to 4 Spirit Satyrs will call in to help Satyr shortly after he entered the fight. They have a very low HP, but can deal with a lot of damage if they remain unconssured.
Mana buff: Grants 20 mana heals every 5 seconds and 10% reduction in cooling. Every time you hit the enemy god with the ability to re-2% of your missing mane. Special Camps/Buffers: Fire Giant's Might Buff: 70 Magical Power, 50 Physical Power, 4% HP5 and 2% MP5, +25% Increase Damage to
Structures, 4 Minute Duration. It was acquired by the whole team that defeated the Fire Giant. Reproduction at 10:00, 5 minutes. The 30-minute Enhanced Fire Giant replaces the regular version, which provides 100 magical powers, 65 physical strengths and 30% greater bonus damage to structures, in
addition to other stats. It also allows players to ignore 50% of tower protection in the back door. Oracle Harpies (opposite gold If the team kills both Oracle Harpies, this team has a vision of the Fury Cave for 90 seconds. Reproduction at 0:30, 3 minutes. They're Fury (random lyin' at Gold Fury base): Lane
minion buff. After defeat, the next round of minions, which multiply across all 3 bands, is awarded a 75% injury bonus, 30% health bonus, increased physical protection for 50, and Magical protection for 60. Primal rage (random networking at the gold fury base site): Provides permanent increased damage
against monsters from the jungle. After defeat to each player on the team assassins awarded a bunch of 7% damage buff against and 7% reduced damage from jungle camps and jungle bosses (loads 3 times). Pyromancer (opposite the Fire Giant): When defeated, it provides a buff for players leaving the
fountain. Players gain +40% speed of movement for 15 seconds (entering the fight immediately removes the buffers). 90 seconds. Totem from Kuja (behind the Fire Giant at Solo Band): The first 15 minutes of the match will appear near the Solo band to Totem. Players can attack this Totem, and after
enough damage is dealt the totem will favor the team. The towers for this team will provide 20 gold for each member of the team, as well as strengthening the auras in all for allied tower areas that increase the speed of movement (5%) and regeneration of mane (different amounts at different times of the
match) for 1 minute. While the aura is active, players leaving the tower area, retain ms and MP5 buff for 10 seconds. Refresh if they re-enter the area, if the aura is still active. Jungle Shrine (in addition to Speed Buff): The Shrine acquires a heap for every 3 jungle camp monsters your team kills, up to 7
heaps. Each bunch provides five golds to all co-stars. The attack on the shrine consumes all the heaps. Enemies cannot attack the shrine of every team. Clearing camps in the enemy jungle will contribute to your sanctuary, but at half level. Game Phases: A Conquest match consists of 3 conceptual
phases: Early, Middle and Late-Game. These are lightly defined by a combination of the following: match time, construction progress and level, lens/structure condition. Early game: a.k.a. Laning phase. Starting at the start of the match, the time point is about 10-15 minutes. The levels of players reach
about 10, and the works consist of about 2 full elements. Most applications (ADC (Carry)/Mid/Solo) stay on their bands for farm for XP/gold. Support will often begin to swirl through the jungle before the end of the laning phase, and The Jungler will roam all over. Gold Fury and Oracle Harpies can be
targeted at any time, especially if one team gains a temporary advantage (early kills). Midfield game: From the transition through the early game to about 20-25 minutes. Player levels are approaching 20, and construction is nearing completion (4-5 completed items). Players will rotate much more between
the belts to teammates either push or defend goals. All the goals of the middle map have increased the importance. The pyromanicer and the Fire Giant multiply at 10 minutes and should be closely monitored. Late-Game: From the transition through the middle of the game to the end of the game. Players
reach 20. Players will often roam groups to destroy and defend goals. A lot of fights are in groups, and if a team gains a big advantage in numbers with successful team fighting, the titan is targeting to finish the game. Lane Minions &amp; General Lane Strategies [nextcol width=20] [nextcol
width=460]Spawn every 30 seconds in each lane starting at time 0, consisting of 3 range attack shooters (rear) and a total of 3 swordsmen/Brutes (front). Penetration has no effect. [nextcol width=20] [nextcol width=100] Minioni bands are the main source of gold and XP for ADC, Mid and Solo-Laners.
They provide +50% gold on the last hit, but still provide gold at help/proximity. Since archers deal with greater damage from afar and have lower health, they should be priority targets if you can't hit the whole wave. Minions generally attack the nearest target. However, they will switch targets to the enemy
of God if God does harm to the trusted god in their vicinity. Key minion stats: Lane minions deal 40% less damage to the gods. Minions favor towers, phoenixes and titans over enemy minions, sorting, and pets. Minions reward additional XP and gold every 3 minutes, which is 21 minutes. Although the
minions do not have protection, per se, they take reduced damage as follows: 10% + 1% per minute from the beginning of the match. Flames of minioni: A special form of minion that reproduces while the enemy phoenix is down on the opposite lane. These people have twice as much damage and have
200 more health than their non-flamboyants. Their reduction in harm remains the same. If your tower hits the minion at least once, you're still getting XP, but you only receive 25% GOLD. This is this aspect of gameplay that devises strategies to win your belt against your enemy belt. Let's go over some
strategies that can help you win your belt (or allow you to stop bleeding, re: Playing from behind): It's a concept that can be fairly difficult for players. When you start losing your lane, most people's instinct is to try what they've done even harder to move away from lost land. But this style of play in the first
place is usually what put them behind. The key concepts that would ultimately have success when DO get behind are: The first priority is to defend the bands (and thus your towers/phoenix) Farm safe Watch/defend key goals Be patient Do not give up (almost always there is a chance to return) I would
like to discuss the topic in more detail and provide examples where appropriate. Recognize when you're behind it, it feels like Simple pom... However, if you are caught by the game, you may or may not mentally recognise and notice the need to adjust the way you play. Here are some things you can
quickly look at to confirm that you are truly behind, mostly by pulling up the game stat screen: Player levels: When you increase the level, unlock more skills, level skills at higher levels, gain increased inherent protection (at least physically), and gain more basic health and mane. Late game, being level 17
when the enemy level of 19 is not a big deal, but early in the game, being 1-2 level behind can be dangerous for you. If you're on level 4, but the enemy is level 5, they have access to their ult (while you don't), which can be a great determinant in combat. Also, at a low level, not all abilities are necessarily
unlocked, and one level in toxic abilities can make a significant difference. (For you people numbers, see also the basic numerical difference in the levels themselves from my examples... level 5 vs 4 = 25% difference. 19 vs. 17 = 12% difference. Thus, the longer they can keep things close (without
increasing their lead), the less impact it will have possible.) Gold and objects: these usually go hand in hand. More gold buys more items. Multiple items = greater efficiency. In this case, just look at the same screen... Take a quick look at the team's golden sum. If there are more than a few thousand above
you, it is quite obvious that they are ahead of us (from better farming, more killings, objective wee. Towers (specific game modes): This does not even need a stat screen. You got more towers down there? If so, it should change where you set your safe limits. A little more on that. You don't have to play
more aggressively to catch up with a brief mention of this... When you realize you're in the back, the natural instinct to be more aggressive is risking more chance of narrowing your enemy's leadership. You have to fight that feeling. When they are in the advantage, they have an advantage (on the above,
basic health, higher skill level, more subjects), which means that exaggerating yourself can lead to your death and even greater their leadership. Continue reading for ways in which you can work strategically and intelligently on closing gaps. Redefine Your Boundaries Early Game Boundary At the
beginning of the game they are all basically the same (obviously, some compasses may be stronger in the early game). Before you fire the towers, you have a very obvious boundary of your side against their side. If you push your belt, aggressive welding will do you better to avoid ganks. If you play it
safer and you stay closer to the towers, the defense departments are fine. Boundary Shift When Behind Once your towers start to go down, you need to recognize that the boundaries havechanged. You can't just go back to the middle of the map without or push the belt as you may have tried it in previous
parts of the game. With the towers down, your safe zone is pushed back, and that means you need to adapt. If their towers are up and yours are down, your safe zone is significantly pushed back, and you should adjust the location section based on that. If you play really safe, warding fairly close to your
safe zones will give you fewer alerts, but covers more routes (the map narrows to the locations of the T2 tower). Expanded divisions (those slightly pushed out) will give you more warning about upcoming enemies, but you'll need more to cover the wider area. Welding of the fire giant is probably a key
objective location. Gold Fury is also good for ward unless it's a late game. If you're behind, you can challenge your enemy's attempt at a fire giant that will cause a team breakthrough that you will lose. If you have eyes on (through Wards) and a god who can steal with a timely ult (e.g. Ra's Searing Light
has a long range and can go through walls!), this is probably the safest way to challenge, unless the enemy team is at least partially lower in health and their attention is entirely on FG... at what point when you're on a full team, it can give you an advantage. Minions act as a mobile compartment, and will
notice enemies pushing the appropriate lanes. Watch out for the mini-map as they will not provide audio *PING* as the section does. IF you need to prioritize warding locations (you're the only one doing it, despite the eroling begging for a teammate), then, apart from a goal like the Fire Giant, you'd be
closer to any goals still standing. If we use the example above, the only T2 tower that still stands is Duo-Lane. Ward closer there for a possible advance notification of the enemy push to try to protect it. Playing It Safe &amp; Being Patient Ever Played Attack? Do you ity when your enemies camp out their
tower? That's what you should be doing if you're late. VARNA FARM focuses on clearing minion waves (and only nearby jungle camps) from the relative safety of nearby towers/phoenixes, unless you know where all the enemies are. Remember, if you can prevent the enemy from increasing their lead,
their overall advantage will be narrowed as the game progresses. In addition, playing defensively will often give the enemy an example of irritability and restlessness. This can lead to them taking more risks (the thing I mentioned usually shouldn't!). Having more options by diving the tower brings high
damage to the tower in the game, and you need to take all the help you can get. If you can force them to make mistakes, it can change the tide of battle... Taking at least 1 or 2 enemies down (or hurting them all by forcing them back) will give you a temporary advantage on the map, give you a freer reign
to push bands, take buffers/goals, etc., which are strong steps at work for to a hostile team. Duels, teamfights and Split-Pushing General fight: in a 1-to-1 situation, unless you know that you have an advantage against the enemy, it is probably best to do nothing more than boke damage from a safe
distance. Identify if your relics are up, if they have the ability to trigger, if you lack the ability to escape, etc., as what feels like a safe distance might not be. Team-Fighting: Always remember that if your team is significantly behind, your chances of winning a team fight are probably low. Some general
rules... Know where the enemies are (of course) Spot if you have a numerical advantage (eg 3 in 2) Check your teammate/enemy health &amp; mana (if you are full health and the enemy team is partially affected, this is the advantage... If the hostile mana is very low, this is another advantage) Split-
Pushing: If you can force the enemy to focus on a particular area (or with the divisions they know are far away), god who can split the push well (such as Apollo) can try to quickly record the goals. Extending this distance can be very risky, so it is suggested that you do not send more than 1 or (maximum)
2 people for the experiment. If you can go alone and take off the tower, it could be worth dying for... again, until he is more than 1 player... You'll need the rest of the team to focus on protecting the tower/phoenix while the dead god comes to life. Campsites, Targets &amp; Structures *NOTE* All angles,
structures and Titan deal with physical damage (the exception is the Fire Giant, which treats both physical and magical damage in relation to the attack). [nextcol width=20] [nextcol width=460] It includes towers and phoenixes. They are immune to most abilities and mistakes, and can only be injured by
basic attacks. Each target is in vulnerasurable until the structure is destroyed before then. They launch attacks on the first enemy, which enters its specified range and usually proceed with an attack with escalating damage until the enemy is destroyed or out of range. Minions are generally the target of
enemy gods. They'll immediately turn the target into an enemy god within range if the enemy harms a friendly god. When god is a target, they will continue to be a target regardless of the actions of the other gods until they are dead or out of reach. See HERE for more details. [nextcol width=20] [nextcol
width=100] Towers: Each belt contains 2 towers on each side. Tier 1 towers (closest to the enemy) have 2,000 health, 215 power and 125 protections, and Tier 2 towers have 2,500 health, 230 power and 125 protections. The first tower on the lane prizes 75 gold and 100 XP at the time of destruction; The
second tower prizes 250 gold and 200 XP upon destruction. When they're destroyed, they're destroyed forever. Phoenixes: Each belt contains 1 phoenix on each side, with 3,000 health and 150 protections. Rewards 150 golds at destruction. They can't be destroyed. Both towers in their lane have been
destroyed. Will be reinstated after 4 minutes with 25% health and health regain (up to 70%) with time. The Towers and Phoenix are hurting an additional 15% of the injured minions. The structures take 50% less damage if there are no opposing minions nearby to prevent diving on the tower. Structure
damage intensifies by 20% with each successive hit. Only flat elements of penetration affect structures. % of penetration errors and reduction of protection (e.g. Titan's Bane, Executive, Obsidian Shard, Demon grip) do not. Structures take 80% of the basic attacks of physical gods and 120% of the basic
attacks of the magical gods. Most effects of the elements are not used. Exceptions to this include polynomial and Hydra lamental passive. Thoth's glife pain triggers injuries from the underlying attacks that have been shot. [nextcol width=20] [nextcol width=460] Back Harpy Camps: Located near tier 2
towers, consisting of 2 Harpies and one Older Harpy. Reproduction is at 0:30 seconds and clearing within 60 seconds after emptying. Mid Harpy Camps: Located on opposite sides of the middle lane. One side consists of 2 Elder Harpies and the other side is split in half and consists of 1 Elder Harpy each.
Reproduction is at 0:35 seconds and cleared within 90 seconds of emptying. Alpha Harpy Camps: Located near the duo band on the side of each team, it consists of 1 Alpha Harpy each. Reproduction is at 0:35 seconds and cleared within 90 seconds of emptying. [nextcol width=20] [nextcol width=100]
[nextcol width=20] [nextcol width=460] Located in the center of the jungle closest to Duo Lane. Base 3,000 health, 120 physical strength, 20 physical/magical protections. Increases per minute: + 250 health, 2 physical strength, 1.5 physical/magical protection. 50% lifestyle reduction. Donations 190 gold
+6 per minute game time, maximum 350 gold. Approve 50 XP +5 per minute game time, maximum 250 XP. Reproduce 5 minutes into the game and reproduce in 5 minutes. After the first boudoch, each subsequent boudo city will be selected from the Golden Fury and the other 2 furies described below,
which avoid repetition. Gold Fury is removed from the crowd pool after 20 minutes. They Fury: In the next round of minions that expire, all minions in all 3 bands will gain 75% injury bonus, 30% health bonus, 50 physical protection, and 60 magic protection. It's useful for pushing belts. Primal rage: all gods
on the killing team permanently gain 5% increased damage to jungle camps and bosses, folded up to 3 times, as well as 7% reduced damage from jungle camps and bosses. It is useful for faster clearing and ensuring the goals of the jungle. The Oracle Furies camp opposite Golden Fury adds an extra
strategy and both eyes should be secured whenever possible to see the location for free for 90 seconds. *TECHNICAL NOTE* Furies are affected by auras and errors. [nextcol width=20] width=100] [nextcol [nextcol [nextcol width=460] It is located opposite the giant fire between the middle and the solo
belt. Base 2,250 Health. 50% lifestyle reduction. Zoom per minute: +250 health, 2 physical protection, 1 magic protection, 5 XP, 3 gold. Reproduction at 10:00 and again in 5 minutes. When leaving the base, it provides a nice turn-speed. *TECHNICAL NOTE* Pyroothoma is influenced by auras and
debuffi. [nextcol width=20] [nextcol width=100] [nextcol width=20] [nextcol width=460] It is located in the center of the jungle, closest to Solo Lane. 7,000 health + 275/minute game time. Power base 130, 110 physical protection, 70 magic protection and 50% reduction in life stash. Increases per minute: 2
power, 5 XP, 6 gold. The underlying seizures have a range and melee, with effects including a 40% reduction in healing, 20% damage reduction, and knockups. Reproduction at 10:00 and again in 5 minutes. At the 30-minute mark, the Fire Giant is replaced by the Enhanced Fire Giant. 8,000 health +
275/minute game time. Power base 150/20, 125 physical protection, 85 magic protection and 50% reduction in life stash. Because he has such high health, it takes a team effort to defeat him. The Fire Giant's Might Buff provides a great advantage to the entire team, so it's important to get the best chance
to secure the kill. Usually, after a team breakthrough, the target has at least 3+ kills on one side. Often guarded by the Guard, the enemy does not attempt a cover-up. *TECHNICAL NOTE* The fire giant is affected by auras and errors. [nextcol width=20] [nextcol width=100] [nextcol width=20] [nextcol
width=460] The ultimate goal. Any team manages to defeat enemy Titan first wins the match. He has 15,500 health issues. Insulnerable as long as all the phenyoles are alive, but become weaker (less health and other buffs) the more phoenixes are defeated. They can move freely from their staging area
and hunt enemies until they leave titanic range or die. It restores health over time when it is disconnected from the fight, which means that it is important to attack titan only when you can fully drag yourself on with your teammates/subjects. [nextcol width=20] [nextcol width=100] *TECHNICAL NOTES* If it
is included and then turned off from the fight, Titan will regenerate health as follows: 0 Phoenixes spawns = ~1,200 health, 1 Phoenix is born = ~1,800 health, 2 Phoenixes spawn = ~2,500 health. They may be affected by error and abilities, but are not affected by the effects of CC. Titan will immediately
destroy all players who have made the field, such as Ymir's Ice Wall by moving through them. If all the phoenixes are re-cast when Titan is engaged, he won't become insulnerable until he's revealed. Titan is also in vulneralic if out of a buoy (e.g. it cannot be damaged through long-range insoles such as
The Earthshaker volcano when not engaged). Art by DustyMcBacon via DeviantArt DeviantArt
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